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Introduction 
Moving the operating 

frequencies towards the 
millimeter-wave and THz 

regime 

One of the actual problems of modern 
vacuum electronic devices  

Operation at the n-th harmonic  Gyrotrons 

Beam-plasma systems with intense 
flows of charged particles 

demonstrates the regimes with higher 
harmonics 

Turbotron 

Vacuum electronic devices based on the 
nonrelativistic nonlaminar (turbulent) 
electron beams that employs intrinsic 
complicated dynamics of the electron beam 

Advantages: 
•rather simple design 
•broad tunability of operating regimes 
• low-voltage operating  

Therefore, the application of the mentioned above approach to increase the operating 
frequency in low-voltage vacuum electron devices based on the nonlaminar 

(turbulent) electron beams seems very promising and interesting. 



Purpose of the work 
Study of the nonrelativistic multi-velocity 
nonlaminar (turbulent) electron beams: 

• Y. A. Kalinin, and etc. Tech. Phys., vol. 56, no. 6, 2011 
• Y. A. Kalinin, , and etc. Phys. Wave Phenom., vol. 20, no. 3, pp. 193–

198, Jul. 2012 
• Y. A. Kalinin, , and etc. Dokl. Phys., vol. 61, no. 3, 2016 

In nonrelativistic multi-velocity 
nonlaminar (turbulent) electron 

beams there is a formation of 
spatial and time localized 

perturbations 

Oscillations of spatial charge bunches in time 
and space. 

• the distribution of potential 
inside the electron beam 
changes significantly  

• reflections of electrons from the 
spatial charge bunches 

Earlier we have experimentally shown that low-voltage vacuum electron devices based on 
the nonlaminar (turbulent) electron beams can demonstrate higher harmonics generation:  
• A. V. Starodubov et al., 2018 IEEE Int. Vac. Electron. Conf. IVEC 2018, pp. 219–220, 2018 
• A. V. Starodubov and Y. A. Kalinin, 2018 Progress in Electromagnetics Research Symposium (PIERS-Toyama), Aug. 2018, pp. 1104–1107 

In this work, we consider the results of experimental studies of the dependence of 
higher harmonics excitations on the transverse and longitudinal distribution of 

current density in nonrelativistic nonlaminar electron beams 



Experimental study 
Experimental studies were carried out with the help of the demountable vacuum setup. All 
elements of the device under study were placed in the evacuated chamber of the setup. The 
device contains a sequentially located electron gun, a modulating grid, a drift tube, and the 
collector. To focus the electron beam an external magnetic system was also used. The source 
of the electron beam is a thermionic cathode of a spherical shape. Accelerating voltage 
varied up to 1.5 kV, beam current ranged from 10 to 50 mA, therefore the studied system 
was rather low-voltage. The electron beam passes through a modulating grid and acquires a 
scattering over the longitudinal velocities (up to 30-40%, according to measurements 
performed with an energy analyzer just behind the modulating grid by the retarding field 
method). After that, the electron beam propagates in the drift pipe where it is focused by 
the external magnetic field 

The presence of 
positive ions in the 
drift tube (space)  

The main factors that form spatially localized bunches in nonlaminar (turbulent) 
electron beams  

The degree of 
convergence of the 

electron beam from the 
spherical cathode in 

the electron gun 

The magnitude of the 
scattering of electrons 
over the longitudinal 
velocity components 

The amplitude and 
period of the external 

periodic magnetic field 
with a non-sinusoidal 

distribution of induction 
along the length 



Experimental study 

A typical dependence of the amplitude of the 
current density j/j0 on the magnitude of the 
electron scatter along the longitudinal velocities 
at the entrance to the drift pipe (j is the current 
density in the drift pipe, j0 is the current density 
at the entrance to the drift pipe) 

A solid bunch of the space charge characterized by the length of z.  

A quasi hollow bunch of space charge can be characterized by whole 
length of z, by peak length of z1, and by peak-to-peak distance z2. 
The property of quasi hollow shape can be characterized by the ratio 
of the minimum value of current density jmin to the maximum value of 
current density jmax inside the space charge bunch 

Typical types of shapes of electron bunch: 

The combination of several quasi hollow shapes:  the space bunch 
consists of several spatial space charge bunches of quasi hollow 
shape 



Experimental study 
The Fourier analysis of the distribution of current density (bunch shape) 

makes it possible to qualitatively characterize the spectral composition of the 
generated microwave oscillations 

We have carried out the 
Fourier analysis of the 

several shapes of electron 
bunches. Here you can 
see the dependences of 

maximum amount of 
highest harmonics Nmax 

on different cases of 
shapes of electron bunch 

The maximum amount of higher harmonics 
corresponds to the case of space charge 

bunch consisting of the several partial quasi 
hollow bunches. The increasing the amount 
of partial quasi hollow bunches m inside the 
space charge bunch leads to the increasing 

of the maximum amount Nmax  of higher 
harmonics 



Conclusions 
Thus, we have considered preliminary results of the study the influence of the 
shape of space charge bunch on the higher harmonic excictation in the low-
voltage vacuum electronic device based on the nonlaminar (turbulent) 
electron beams (the vircator type device).  

The detailed study is in progress now but nevertheless we can already suppose 
several recommendations based on the preliminary obtained results  to the 
most optimum shape of the space charge bunch for the higher harmonics 
excictation:  

• the most optimum bunch of the space charge has to be formed from the 10 
or more partial quasi hollow bunches of space charge; 

• the ratio of the minimum value of current density jmin to the maximum 
value of current density jmax inside the whole space charge bunch must be 
around 0.3÷0.4.  

Such bunches of space charge can provide up to 14-15 higher harmonics in the 
output spectrum of the low-voltage vacuum electronic device based on the 
nonlaminar (turbulent) electron beams. 
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